
 Goldilocks cut-out

 The bed pieces – 3 shorter 
rectangles, 3 medium-
length rectangles and 3 
longer rectangles

 3 bears in different sizes

 A version of the ‘Goldilocks 
and the Three Bears’ story 
(if your child doesn’t already 
know it)

15–20 minutes

NAUGHTY GOLDILOCKS

Remind your child of the story of ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’, or read it to them if they don’t already know it. 

Then tell them this short story, while holding up the cut out of Goldilocks: 

Goldilocks has come to the bears’ house again today and wanted to sleep, but none of the three beds felt at all 
comfortable. So naughty Goldilocks took the bears’ beds apart (show your child the 9 bed pieces) and tried to 
make a new one for herself!  But then she heard the bears coming home, so she has run away – leaving all the 
beds in pieces! The bears have been out all day in the forest. They are very tired and they would like to go to sleep, 
but their beds are still all in pieces. 

Now ask your child to help the poor, tired bears go to bed. First they will have to put the beds back together, and 
then they will need to find the right bed for each bear, and finally they can put the bears to bed and tuck them in.

Give your child the 3 bears and the 9 pieces that make up the 3 beds. Ask them to make: 3 correctly sized beds 
using 3 pieces for each bed – the base that the you lie on, a headboard and a footboard. Model how to choose the 
3 pieces for one of the beds, commenting on your actions as you do them (e.g. the 3 long rectangles for Daddy 
Bear – one piece for the part where they lie, one for the headboard and the other for the footboard).

When the beds are ready, your child should put the bears to bed and when each one is comfortable (in the right 
bed), they can say ‘Goodnight, sleep tight’.

Your child can make 3 differently-sized beds. 
Your child can put the 3 bears in the right beds.

To develop sequencing skills (order three objects by size) 
To develop comparative skills (use detail to compare sizes)
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If your child has any difficulty with this, you could continue the story, saying that Goldilocks came back the next 
day and did the same again! Break up the beds again and leave them in a mess. Ask your child to rebuild them as 
before. 

Now that your child has seen how they are constructed, they should find the task of building the beds easier. 
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Cut out each picture separately; in the case of the bears, cut around the edge of their bodies so they fit nicely in the beds.
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Cut out each bed piece separately, directly around its edges.
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